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ABSTRACT
Query refinement is the process of transforming users’ queries
into new refined versions without semantic drift to enhance the
relevance of search results. Prior query refiners were benchmarked
on web query logs following weak assumptions that users’ input
queries within a search session are about a single topic and improve
gradually, which is not necessarily accurate in practice. In this pa-
per, we contribute RePair, an open-source configurable toolkit to
generate large-scale gold-standard benchmark datasets whose pairs
of (original query, refined versions) are almost surely guaranteed to
be in the same semantic context. RePair takes a dataset of queries
and their relevance judgements (e.g., msmarco or aol), a sparse or
dense retrieval method (e.g., bm25 or colbert), and an evaluation
metric (e.g., map or mrr), and outputs refined versions of queries,
each of which with the relevance improvement guarantees under
the retrieval method in terms of the evaluation metric. RePair ben-
efits from text-to-text-transfer-transformer (t5) to generate gold-
standard datasets for any input query sets and is designed with
extensibility in mind. Out of the box, RePair includes gold-standard
datasets for aol and msmarco.passage as well as benchmark re-
sults of state-of-the-art supervised query suggestion methods on
the generated datasets at github.com/fani-lab/RePair.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The foremost means of information retrieval, search engines, have
difficulty searching into knowledge repositories, e.g., the web, since
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Figure 1: RePair’s pipeline.

they are not tailored to the users’ differing information needs. For-
mulating an effective query for an information retrieval system is
challenging, even for experienced users, since it requires predicting
which terms appear in documents relevant to the information need.
Queries are under-specified or contain ambiguous terms that also
retrieve irrelevant documents. Relieving the burden on the users,
query refinement is the process of transforming the user’s original
query 𝑞 into a newly refined version 𝑞∗ that more accurately reflects
the information need and enhances the relevance of search results.

Existing works can be divided into two categories: (1) query
refinement methods and (2) benchmark datasets. On the one hand,
we have supervised machine learning methods that predict refined
versions of an original query [1, 3] given search session information
such as user information [4], query time [6], and search history
(query logs) [1]. For training and evaluation, such methods included
web retrieval datasets like aol [12] or msmarco [10] following weak
assumptions that users’ input queries improve gradually within a
search session, i.e., the last query where the user ends her search
session is the refined version of her original query [3]. However,
Tamannaee et al. [15] have shown potential semantic (topic) drift
of queries in users’ search session; a user might search for multiple
topics in one session, and hence, irrelevant queries would be paired.

On the other hand, recently, we have observed new research
efforts to produce benchmark datasets free of semantic drifts that
are specifically designed to train and evaluate the efficacy of query
refinement methods for web or non-web information retrieval sys-
tems [2, 15, 17]. Among the first, Tamannaee et al. [15] proposed
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Table 1: Comparison of existing systems for generating gold-standard datasets for query refinement.
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out of the box

ReQue [15] ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
anserini
pyserini
trec_eval

any × sparse trec_eval

robust04.bm25.map
clueweb09.bm25.map
clueweb12.bm25.map

gov2.bm25.map
Arabzadeh et al. [2] × × - - - msmarco.passage ✓ bm25 map msmarco.passage.bm25.map

RePair ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
pyserini
trec_eval

any ✓
sparse
dense trec_eval

msmarco.passage.{bm25, colbert}.{map, mrr}
aol.title.{bm25, colbert}.{map, mrr}

aol.url.title.{bm25, colbert}.{map, mrr}

ReQue1, an open-source configurable and reproducible pipeline to
control the semantic drift and generate a gold-standard dataset
from an input set of original queries along with their relevance
judgements. ReQue applies a host of unsupervised query refiners,
from simple lexical lemmatizers to complex pseudo-relevance-based
methods on the set of original queries. Then, those revised ver-
sions of the original query that improve the performance of a re-
trieval method (e.g., bm25) in terms of an evaluation metric (e.g.,
map) using the query’s relevance judgment J𝑞 were kept as the
refined queries R𝑞 = {𝑞∗}. This way, both the original query and
the refined versions R𝑞 are almost surely guaranteed to be in the
same semantic context. However, ReQue is computationally costly
for large-scale query sets such as aol or msmarco due to its ex-
haustive application of all refinement methods on each query. To
address scalability, Arabzadeh et al. [2] applied Nogueira et al.’s
pretrained doct5query [11] transformer and generated refined
questions (queries) for msmarco’s passage dataset for a question-
answering task, known as msmarco.passage. Arabzadeh et al. fed
an original question to the doct5query and selected the generated
sequence of tokens as a refined version should it increases the bm25
retrieval performance based on the map metric. Arabzadeh et al.’s
work is, however, case-specific, considerably less extensible, and
heavily depends on doct5query; it is incapable of accommodating
different or new datasets, let alone no reproducible implementation
is available; only the final generated dataset is released.

In this paper, like ReQue [15], we propose a principled domain-
agnostic pipeline to generate refined queries while withholding the
same semantic context between (original query→ refined query)
pairs. We contribute RePair, an open-source and configurable stan-
dard toolkit to support supervised query refinement research with
large-scale gold-standard datasets from a variety of domains. As
shown in Figure 1, RePair takes: (1) a query set Q = {𝑞} along with
relevance judgements J = {J𝑞 : 𝑞 ∈ Q} and optional contextual
information such as time or user information X = {X𝑞 : 𝑞 ∈ Q}, (2)
an information retrieval method (ranker), 𝑟 , and (3) an evaluation
metric,𝑚, and outputs a gold-standard dataset R𝑟𝑚 = {R𝑞𝑟𝑚} that
includes R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = {𝑞∗} for each of the queries in the input query
set Q such that 𝑞∗ ∈ R𝑞𝑟𝑚 retrieves better search results under the
ranker 𝑟 and evaluation metric𝑚.

Table 1 compares RePairwith related works. In contrast to exist-
ing systems, especially when scalability, reproducibility, and exten-
sibility are of prime concerns, RePair employs an object-oriented
design that is flexible to customization and smoothly incorporates
a new query set as well as a new transformer along with parallel

1github.com/fani-lab/ReQue
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especially when a system is newly deployed, and even later on, the
log rarely becomes as rich as that of web search engines [3].

On the other hand, recently, we have observed new research
efforts to produce benchmark datasets free of semantic drifts that
are specifically designed to train and evaluate the efficacy of query
refinement methods for web or non-web information retrieval sys-
tems [2, 16, 18]. Among the first, Tamannaee et al. [16] proposed
ReQue1, an open-source configurable and reproducible pipeline to
control the semantic drift and generate a gold-standard dataset
from an input set of original queries along with their relevance
judgements. ReQue applies a host of unsupervised query refiners,
from simple lexical lemmatizers to complex pseudo-relevance-based
methods on the set of original queries. Then, those revised ver-
sions of the original query that improve the performance of a re-
trieval method (e.g., bm25) in terms of an evaluation metric (e.g.,
map) using the query’s relevance judgment J𝑞 were kept as the
refined queries R𝑞 = {𝑞∗}. This way, both the original query and
the refined versions R𝑞 are almost surely guaranteed to be in the
same semantic context. However, ReQue is computationally costly
for large-scale query sets such as aol or msmarco due to its ex-
haustive application of all refinement methods on each query. To
address scalability, Arabzadeh et al. [2] applied Nogueira et al.’s
pretrained doct5query [12] transformer and generated refined
questions (queries) for msmarco’s passage dataset for a question-
answering task, known as msmarco.passage. Arabzadeh et al. fed
an original question to the doct5query and selected the generated
sequence of tokens as a refined version should it increases the
bm25 retrieval performance based on the map metric. Arabzadeh et
al.’s work is, however, case-specific, considerably less extensible,
and heavily depends on doct5query; hence, it is incapable of ac-
commodating different or new datasets, let alone no standard and
reproducible implementation is publicly available; only the final
generated dataset is publicly released.

In this paper, like ReQue [16], we propose a principled domain-
agnostic pipeline to generate refined queries while withholding the
same semantic context between (original query→ refined query)
pairs. We contribute RePair, an open-source and configurable stan-
dard toolkit to support supervised query refinement research with
large-scale gold-standard datasets from a variety of domains. As
shown in Figure 1, RePair takes: (1) a query set Q = {𝑞} along with
relevance judgements J = {J𝑞 : 𝑞 ∈ Q} and optional contextual
information such as time or user information X = {X𝑞 : 𝑞 ∈ Q}, (2)
an information retrieval method (ranker), 𝑟 , and (3) an evaluation
metric,𝑚, and outputs a gold-standard dataset R𝑟𝑚 = {R𝑞𝑟𝑚} that
1github.com/fani-lab/ReQue

# ./src/main.py

from dal.msmarco import *

from mdl.mt5w import *

def run(cmd=['pair','finetune','predict','search','eval','agg'],..):

if 'msmarco.passage' in domain_list:

if 'pair' in cmd: msmarco.to_pair(pairing, concat=True)

if 'finetune' in cmd: finetune(...)

if 'predict' in cmd: predict(...)

if 'search' in cmd: search(...)

if 'eval' in cmd: evaluate(...)

if 'agg' in cmd: agg(...)

# ./src/dal/ds.py

def pair(datapath, Qfilename, concat=True):

def search(queries, ranker, topK, batch, ...):

def aggregate(original, changes, metrics, ...)

def box(original, changes, metrics, ...)

# ./src/dal/msmarco.py

@override

def pair(datapath, Qfilename, concat=True):

# ./src/dal/aol.py

@override

def pair(datapath, Qfilename, concat=True):

# ./src/mdl/mt5w.py => t5 wrapper

def finetune(pretrained_dir, in_type='query', out_type='doc', ...):

def predict(iter, output, vocab_model_path, gcloud=False):

# ./src/evl/trecw.py => trec_eval wrapper

def evaluate(in_docids, out_metrics, qrels, metric, topk=10, ...):

Figure 2: RePair’s driver.

includes R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = {𝑞∗} for each of the queries in the input query
set Q such that 𝑞∗ ∈ R𝑞𝑟𝑚 retrieves better search results under the
ranker 𝑟 and evaluation metric𝑚.

Table 1 compares RePairwith related works. In contrast to exist-
ing systems, especially when scalability, reproducibility, and exten-
sibility are of prime concerns, RePair employs an object-oriented
design that is flexible to customization and smoothly incorporates
a new query set as well as a new transformer along with parallel
processing of large-scale datasets. Community members can use
RePair to generate new gold-standard datasets for any input query
sets and their associated relevance judgements. The codebase, tutori-
als, and case studies on msmarco.passage and aol can be obtained
with cc-by-nc-sa-4.0 license at github.com/fani-lab/RePair.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 demonstrates the RePair’s main components and work-
flowwith the driver code shown in Figure 2, which will be explained
hereafter. We also provide a mathematical formalization of RePair
for consistent interpretation and verification of components.

Figure 2: RePair’s driver.

processing of large-scale datasets. Community members can use
RePair to generate new gold-standard datasets for any input query
sets and their associated relevance judgements. The codebase, tutori-
als, and case studies on msmarco.passage and aol can be obtained
with cc-by-nc-sa-4.0 license at github.com/fani-lab/RePair.
2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 demonstrates the RePair’s components and workflowwith
the driver code shown in Figure 2, which are explained hereafter.

2.1 Transformer Fine-Tuning [pair,finetune]
In RePair, we have implemented a flexible component for training
or fine-tuning a transformer 𝜏 based on any pairing strategies of
queries and relevant documents, i.e., (J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (𝑞 → J𝑞), and
in case there are more than one relevant documents for a query,
|J𝑞 | > 1, whether to replicate the pairs (default) or to concatenate
(J+

𝑞 ) the relevant documents as a single document. Training or fine-
tuning can happen on subparts or the entire text body of the relevant
documents as in aol where documents are webpages including
url, title, and text. RePair can augment the query’s contextual
information such as the user or time information as a pretext to
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2.1 Transformer Fine-Tuning [pair,finetune]
In RePair, we have implemented a flexible component for training
or fine-tuning a transformer 𝜏 based on any pairing strategies of
queries and relevant documents, i.e., (J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (𝑞 → J𝑞), and
in case there are more than one relevant documents for a query,
|J𝑞 | > 1, whether to replicate the pairs (default) or to concatenate
(J+

𝑞 ) the relevant documents as a single document. Training or fine-
tuning can happen on subparts or the entire text body of the relevant
documents as in aol where documents are webpages including
url, title, and text. RePair can augment the query’s contextual
information such as the user or time information as a pretext to
the input of the transformer as (X𝑞 : J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (X𝑞 : 𝑞 → J𝑞).
The configuration parameters in this component are the original
query setQ = {𝑞}, relevant documents of queriesJ = {J𝑞}, paring
strategy (J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (𝑞 → J𝑞 ) as well as to replicate or concatenate
pairs when |J𝑞 | > 1 and optional X𝑞 .

2.2 Refined Query Prediction [predict]
The purpose of this component is to predict a set of candidate
queries C𝑞 = {𝑞′}, each of which has the potential to serve as a
refined query for an original query 𝑞. The configuration param-
eter in this component is a trained or fine-tuned transformer 𝜏
and an input to the transformer that could be a query 𝑞 or its rel-
evant documents J𝑞 with an optional context X𝑞 . We feed input
to 𝜏 and the output prediction is considered as a candidate query
𝑞′; notationally, 𝜏 (.) = 𝑞′. Modern transformers apply top-𝑘 ran-
dom selection [6] at their decoders as opposed to beam search [15]
to generate novel outputs and avoid common phrases and repeti-
tive text. Top-𝑘 random selection yields non-deterministic output
generation during inference given the same input, i.e., 𝜏𝑖 (.) = 𝑞′

𝑖
that can be employed to generate a collection of candidate queries
C𝑞 = {𝑞′

𝑖
}𝑘
𝑖=1, as opposed to a single candidate query C𝑞 = 𝑞′.

2.3 Performance Evaluation
This component of RePair has two subcomponents:

2.3.1 Relevant Documents Retrieval [search]. Given the can-
didate queries C𝑞 generated by the refined query prediction com-
ponent, RePair searches for the relevant documents for both the
original query 𝑞 and each of the candidate queries 𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 from
the corpus. Hence, RePair has two configuration parameters: the
corpusD and an information retrieval method, called ranker 𝑟 , that
retrieves relevant documents and ranks them based on relevance
scores. RePair integrates pyserini [9], which provides efficient
implementations of sparse and dense rankers, including bm25, qld
(query likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing), and colbert [8]. As
seen in Figure 1, RePair’s output in this component is a ranked list
of documents retrieved by the ranker 𝑟 for the original query 𝑞 as
well as each of the candidate queries 𝑞′.

2.3.2 Retrieval Evaluation [eval]. Given an original query 𝑞
and its relevance judgements J𝑞 , i.e., true ranked list of relevant
documents for 𝑞, RePair evaluates each of its candidates queries
𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 based on how they improve the performance of ranker
𝑟 with respect to an evaluation metric 𝑚. Then, a candidate 𝑞′

that provides performance improvements compared to the original
query 𝑞 is selected as the refined query 𝑞∗ ∈ R𝑞𝑟𝑚 for that original

# ./src/param.py

'box':{

'gold': 'refined_q_metric >= original_q_metric and refined_q_metric > 0',

'platinum':'refined_q_metric > original_q_metric',

'diamond': 'refined_q_metric > original_q_metric and refined_q_metric == 1'

'new_criteria': '(refined_q_metric - original_q_metric) >= +0.2'}

Figure 3: Selection criteria for being a refined query in eq.1.

qid order query bm25.map
0cc411681d1441 -1 staple com 0.037
0cc411681d1441 pred.8 staple pubs 1.0
0cc411681d1441 pred.7 staple england pub 0.5
0cc411681d1441 pred.1 staple east of england 0.1
0cc411681d1441 pred .10 staple 0.0385
0cc411681d1441 pred.3 staple england 0.0385

Figure 4: RePair’s gold-standard dataset file structure.

Table 2: Stats on msmarco.passage and aol query sets.
| Q | avg |𝑞 | |D | avg | J𝑞 | #users

msmarco.passage 502,939 5.9675 8,841,823 61.6940 -
aol.title2 4,459,613 3.5849 1,473,341 21.8372 657,426
aol.url.title 4,672,506 3.5817 1,525,586

query under the ranker 𝑟 and metric𝑚. As a result, this compo-
nent has a single configuration parameter; an evaluation metric𝑚.
Formally, a list of refined queries R𝑞𝑟𝑚 is computed based on:

R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = {𝑞∗ = 𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 |𝑟𝑚 (𝑞′ : J𝑞) > 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞 : J𝑞)} (1)

where 𝑟𝑚 (. : J𝑞) is the performance of the ranker 𝑟 given the
relevance judgement J𝑞 measured by the evaluation metric𝑚. To
calculate 𝑟𝑚 (. : J𝑞 ), RePair internally uses trec_eval which pro-
vides the standard implementation of information retrieval metrics
such as map, mrr, and ndcg. In RePair, we crown a refined query

𝑞∗ as an oracle query K
𝑞 if it achieves the maximum retrieval perfor-

mance, i.e., 𝑟𝑚 (K
𝑞 )=1. More interestingly, since RePair stores the

performances for all the candidate queries in files, we can customize
eq.1 or include multiple selection criteria, as shown in Figure 3.

2.4 Gold-Standard Dataset Curation [agg]
Given the original query set 𝑄 = {𝑞}, RePair aggregates the eval-
uation results 𝑅𝑞𝑟𝑚 for 𝑞 ∈ Q based on eq. 1, and finally stores
the gold-standard dataset R𝑟𝑚 in Q .𝑟 .𝑚.agg.gold.tsv file, each
entry of which includes:
(1) qid: id of the original query 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 ;
(2) order: -1 if query is an original query, else pred.i as the 𝑖-th

candidate query that becomes a refined query in descending
order of metric values;

(3) query: text body of the original query or the refined query,
depending on the value of the order;

(4) 𝑟 .𝑚: performance of query under the ranker 𝑟 and metric𝑚.
For instance, the gold-standard dataset for aol.title using the
retrieval method bm25 and based on the evaluation metric map is
stored in aol.title.bm25.map.agg.gold.tsv and few of its en-
tries are shown in Figure 4. As seen, for the original query ‘staple
com’, the retrieval performance is 0.037while its best refined query
‘staple pubs’ is an oracle with a map=1.0.

2While a webpage has url, it may be missing title. In aol.title, we filter out queries
whose relevant webpages have no title.

Figure 3: Selection criteria for being a refined query in eq.1.

the input of the transformer as (X𝑞 : J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (X𝑞 : 𝑞 → J𝑞).
The configuration parameters in this component are the original
query setQ = {𝑞}, relevant documents of queriesJ = {J𝑞}, paring
strategy (J𝑞 → 𝑞) or (𝑞 → J𝑞 ) as well as to replicate or concatenate
pairs when |J𝑞 | > 1 and optional X𝑞 .

2.2 Refined Query Prediction [predict]
The purpose of this component is to predict a set of candidate
queries C𝑞 = {𝑞′}, each of which has the potential to serve as a
refined query for an original query 𝑞. The configuration param-
eter in this component is a trained or fine-tuned transformer 𝜏
and an input to the transformer that could be a query 𝑞 or its rel-
evant documents J𝑞 with an optional context X𝑞 . We feed input
to 𝜏 and the output prediction is considered as a candidate query
𝑞′; notationally, 𝜏 (.) = 𝑞′. Modern transformers apply top-𝑘 ran-
dom selection [5] at their decoders as opposed to beam search [14]
to generate novel outputs and avoid common phrases and repeti-
tive text. Top-𝑘 random selection yields non-deterministic output
generation during inference given the same input, i.e., 𝜏𝑖 (.) = 𝑞′

𝑖
that can be employed to generate a collection of candidate queries
C𝑞 = {𝑞′

𝑖
}𝑘
𝑖=1, as opposed to a single candidate query C𝑞 = 𝑞′.

2.3 Performance Evaluation
This component of RePair has two subcomponents:

2.3.1 Relevant Documents Retrieval [search]. Given the can-
didate queries C𝑞 generated by the refined query prediction com-
ponent, RePair searches for the relevant documents for both the
original query 𝑞 and each of the candidate queries 𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 from
the corpus. Hence, RePair has two configuration parameters: the
corpusD and an information retrieval method, called ranker 𝑟 , that
retrieves relevant documents and ranks them based on relevance
scores. RePair integrates pyserini [8], which provides efficient
implementations of sparse and dense rankers, including bm25, qld,
and colbert [7]. As seen in Figure 1, RePair’s output in this com-
ponent is a ranked list of documents retrieved by the ranker 𝑟 for
the original query 𝑞 as well as each of the candidate queries 𝑞′.

2.3.2 Retrieval Evaluation [eval]. Given an original query 𝑞
and its relevance judgements J𝑞 , i.e., true ranked list of relevant
documents for 𝑞, RePair evaluates each of its candidates queries
𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 based on how they improve the performance of ranker
𝑟 with respect to an evaluation metric 𝑚. Then, a candidate 𝑞′

that provides performance improvements compared to the original
query 𝑞 is selected as the refined query 𝑞∗ ∈ R𝑞𝑟𝑚 for that original
query under the ranker 𝑟 and metric𝑚. As a result, this compo-
nent has a single configuration parameter; an evaluation metric𝑚.
Formally, a list of refined queries R𝑞𝑟𝑚 is computed based on:

R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = {𝑞∗ = 𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 |𝑟𝑚 (𝑞′ : J𝑞) > 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞 : J𝑞)} (1)

qid order query bm25.map
0cc411681d1441 -1 staple com 0.037
0cc411681d1441 pred.8 staple pubs 1.0
0cc411681d1441 pred.7 staple england pub 0.5
0cc411681d1441 pred.1 staple east of england 0.1
0cc411681d1441 pred .10 staple 0.0385
0cc411681d1441 pred.3 staple england 0.0385

Figure 4: RePair’s gold-standard dataset file structure.

Table 2: Stats on msmarco.passage and aol query sets.
| Q | avg |𝑞 | |D | avg | J𝑞 | #users

msmarco.passage 502,939 5.9675 8,841,823 61.6940 -
aol.title2 4,459,613 3.5849 1,473,341 21.8372 657,426
aol.url.title 4,672,506 3.5817 1,525,586

where 𝑟𝑚 (. : J𝑞) is the performance of the ranker 𝑟 given the
relevance judgement J𝑞 measured by the evaluation metric𝑚. To
calculate 𝑟𝑚 (. : J𝑞 ), RePair internally uses trec_eval which pro-
vides the standard implementation of information retrieval metrics
such as map, mrr, and ndcg. In RePair, we crown a refined query

𝑞∗ as an oracle query K
𝑞 if it achieves the maximum retrieval perfor-

mance, i.e., 𝑟𝑚 (K
𝑞 )=1. More interestingly, since RePair stores the

performances for all the candidate queries in files, we can customize
eq.1 or include multiple selection criteria, as shown in Figure 3.

2.4 Gold-Standard Dataset Curation [agg]
Given the original query set Q = {𝑞}, RePair aggregates the eval-
uation results R𝑞𝑟𝑚 for 𝑞 ∈ Q based on eq. 1, and finally stores
the gold-standard dataset R𝑟𝑚 in Q .𝑟 .𝑚.agg.gold.tsv file, each
entry of which includes:
(1) qid: id of the original query 𝑞 ∈ Q;
(2) order: -1 if query is an original query, else pred.i as the 𝑖-th

candidate query that becomes a refined query in descending
order of metric values;

(3) query: text body of the original query or the refined query;
(4) 𝑟 .𝑚: performance of query under the ranker 𝑟 and metric𝑚.
For instance, the gold-standard dataset for aol.title using the
retrieval method bm25 and based on the evaluation metric map is
stored in aol.title.bm25.map.agg.gold.tsv and few of its en-
tries are shown in Figure 4. As seen, for the original query ‘staple
com’, the retrieval performance is 0.037while its best refined query
‘staple pubs’ is an oracle with a map=1.0.

3 CASE STUDY
Out of the box, RePair includes gold-standard datasets for aol [12]
and msmarco.passage [10] query sets based on bm25 (sparse) and
colbert (dense) as the ranker, and mrr and map as the evaluation
metrics. Table 2 summarizes these datasets. For msmarco.passage,
we selected the training part. We set the pairing strategy to (J+

𝑞 →
𝑞) where J+

𝑞 is the concatenation of all the relevant passages if
|J𝑞 | > 1. Also, msmarco.passage has no contextual information,
X𝑞 = ∅. For aol, we used the reconstructed version of aol by Sean
et al. [9], which includes users’ url clicks as relevance judgements
as well as the crawled at-the-time (2006) urls’ webpages in triples
(url, title, text). We built two corpora for aol whose docu-
ments are either i) title, or ii) concatenation of url and title, i.e.,
url.title of webpages. An important aspect of aol is the query’s
2While a webpage has url, it may be missing title. In aol.title, we filter out queries
whose relevant webpages have no title.
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Table 3: Sample queries paired with oracle query (
K
𝑞 ), refined query (𝑞∗), or none (R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = ∅) for 𝑟 =colbert and𝑚=map.

qid 𝑞 colbertmap(𝑞) 𝑞∗ colbertmap(𝑞∗)
100310 cost analyst accountant responsibilities 0.5000 what’s the job description for a cost analyst 1.0000
1001344 where to file 941-pr without payment 0.5714 where is 941 form filed in texas 0.6429msmarco.passage
100161 cortex definition 1.0000 where is the cortex in term 0.0108

ffb1ffc470a8df free kids activities 0.1111 free kids crafts 1.0000
ff2b7cf89c900c helping parents handle aggressive behavior in children 0.0345 child behavior conflicts 0.1250aol.title
0026104dd77f50 virginia office attorney general 0.5000 free credit reports simon cowell 0.0128
0511a70716628f risks of vaginal obstetrical ultrasound 0.3300 ultrasound assisted pregnancy test 1.0000
0598a9db866c6e best sailor 0.1660 godfather in sailor moon fanfiction 0.5000aol.url.title
4001d7502818af3 starck realtor 1.0000 real estate chicagoland 0.0200

Table 4: Stats on gold-standard datasets for 𝑟 =bm25.

𝑚
=
ma
p

avg 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞) |R | avg |𝑞∗ | % avg 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞∗ ) Δ% #
K
𝑞 %

msmarco.passage 0.0862 414,337 7.4419 82% 0.5704 +562% 176,922 35%
aol.title 0.0252 2,583,023 3.1270 58% 0.4175 +1,556% 649,764 14%
aol.url.title 0.0271 2,421,347 3.5354 52% 0.3997 +1,374% 591,001 13%

𝑚
=
mr
r msmarco.passage 0.1795 472,553 7.3389 93% 0.6137 +593 % 185,414 36%

aol.title 0.1967 2,276,965 3.0543 51% 0.7497 +281% 1,069,531 23%
aol.url.title 0.1754 2,845,642 3.4778 60% 0.6063 +245% 1,037,103 22%

contextual information X𝑞 such time and userid, which can be
employed for personalized or temporal query refinement [16, 18].

We selected t5-base transformer with 220 million parameters as
the transformer 𝜏 and fine-tuned it for 4,000 epochs. At the refined
query prediction step, we used top-10 random sampling decoder
and predicted 10 candidate queries, i.e., |C𝑞 | = 10, by running
𝜏𝑖 (J𝑞) = 𝑞′

𝑖
for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 10. Statistics, including the average size

of 𝑞∗ and the average mrr and map improvement rate for each of
these gold-standard datasets have been reported in Table 4 for bm25
(sparse) and Table 5 for colbert (dense).
Sparse Retrieval: Table 4 demonstrates that RePair could improve
more than half of the original queries for msmarco.passage and
all variations of aol with respect to map. The largest gold-standard
dataset is associated with aol.title with about 2.6M pairs of
(𝑞 → 𝑞∗), which is 58% of original queries with an average map
increase from 0.025 to 0.417, around +1,500% increase. However, the
richest one is msmarco.passage where about 82% of the original
queries have been improved in terms of map from 0.086 to 0.570.
Notably, in the gold-standard datasets on msmarco.passage and
aol, more than 35% and 13% of queries have been paired with oracle
refined queries with map=1.0.
Dense Retrieval On the one hand, although RePair supports
colbert as a dense information retrieval method, like other dense
retrieval methods, it is tied to extreme resource consumption to
run it on the entire set of candidate queries for msmarco.passage
and aol query sets. On the other hand, although the gold-standard
datasets for these query sets using bm25 include a substantial amount
of pairs, there are original queries 𝑞 none of their candidate queries
𝑞′ were selected as 𝑞∗ due to them being hard for bm25 to fetch
relevant documents and improve the evaluation metrics such as mrr
and map, that is,R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = ∅ for 𝑟 =bm25. In msmarco.passage, there
are 16,841 and 16,227 original queries where bm25was unable to im-
prove map and mrr, respectively. In aol.title and aol.url.title,
the numbers are 159,670 and 210,581 based on map and 104,715 and
206,119 based on mrr. To show RePair’s colbert feature and its
feasibility to improve upon bm25 while saving computational cost,
we ran RePairwith colbert for all original queries with no refined
queries with respect to map for msmarco.passage (16,841 queries).
For aol.title and aol.url.title, we randomly sampled the

Table 5: colbert’s improvement on bm25.map hard queries.
bm25map(𝑞) colbertmap(𝑞) bm25map(𝑞

∗) colbertmap(𝑞∗) Δ+
msmarco.passage 0.3729 0.4237 0.1612 0.3366 4,580
aol.title 0.2657 0.2165 0.0727 0.0970 3,355
aol.url.title 0.2310 0.1894 0.0588 0.0691 2,715

Table 6: Supervised methods’ performance.
gold-standard dataset model rouge-l bleu f1

msmarco.passage.bm25.map
t5-base 42.96 21.15 41.91
acg [3] 37.79 21.66 39.37
hred-qs [13] 31.07 16.78 31.29

aol.title.bm25.map
t5-base 15.55 6.25 14.42
acg [3] 11.20 4.41 11.87
hred-qs [13] 6.05 3.79 6.30

aol.url.title.bm25.map
t5-base 22.13 8.73 20.73
acg [3] 11.21 3.86 11.94
hred-qs [13] 6.72 3.60 7.03

same number of hard queries. From Table 5, colbert could pro-
vide additional refined queries to hard queries in msmarco.passage
and aol, e.g., +4,580 refined queries to msmarco.passage’s hard
queries. Table 3 shows sample queries paired with oracle queries

(K𝑞 ), refined queries (𝑞∗), or none (R𝑞𝑟𝑚 = ∅) for colbert as the
ranker and map as the metric.
4 BENCHMARKS ON REPAIR’S DATASETS
We employed supervised query suggestion methods, including pre-
trained t5-base, acg [3], and hred-qs [13], to demonstrate a bench-
marking sample on RePair’s generated gold-standard datasets.
Given the gold-standard datasets generated using 𝑟 =bm25 and𝑚=

map, we trained all models on 70% of (𝑞 → 𝑞∗) pairs for 100 epochs.
The models were evaluated on the remaining 30% pairs as the test
set using rouge-l, bleu, and f1-measure. From Table 6, t5-base
outperformed hred-qs and acg for msmarco.passage.bm25.map
and aol.*. We also observe a performance drop for the baselines
for aol.* which is attributed to the small query sizes; the av-
erage query size in msmarco.passage is 7.4419 tokens whereas
aol.title and aol.url.title have queries with average sizes of
3.1270 and 3.5354 tokens, respectively.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented RePair, an open-source toolkit for query refinement
research. RePair features (1) reproducible, extensible, and domain-
agnostic pipeline for generating gold-standard datasets while con-
trolling semantic drifts, (2) easy reconfiguration for new query
sets in web or non-web domains with the ability to incorporate
additional search session information, (3) modular design that is
flexible to customization and integration of new transformers, re-
trieval methods, or evaluation metrics, and (4), out of the box, large-
scale gold-standard datasets for aol and msmarco-passage query
sets. Future directions include extensions to personalized and time-
aware datasets for query refinement, and hybrid retrieval methods.
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